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The purpose of the IC3K is to bring together researchers, engineers and practitioners on the areas of Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management. IC3K is composed of three co-located conferences, each specialised in at least one of the aforementioned main knowledge areas.
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IMPORTANT DATES:

Regular Paper Submission: September 4, 2017
Authors Notification (regular papers): July 24, 2017
Final Regular Paper Submission and Registration: September 1, 2017

Conference Topics:
9th International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Information Retrieval - KDIR2017
Url: http://www.kdir.ic3k.org/

9th International Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Ontology Development - KEOD2017
Url: http://www.keod.ic3k.org/

9th International Conference on Knowledge Management and Information Sharing - KMIS2017
Url: http://www.kmis.ic3k.org/
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